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Abstract: Miscible displacement in porous media is modeled by a nonlinear coupled system of two partial differential 
equations. We approximate the pressure equation, which is elliptic, and the concentration equation, which is parabolic 
but normally convection-dominated, by the mixed methods with dynamic finite-element spaces, i.e., different number 
of elements and different basis functions are adopted at different time levels; and the approximate concentration is 
projected onto the next finite-element space in weighted L2-norm for starting a new time step. This allows us to make 
local grid refinements or unrefinements and basis function improvements. Two fully discrete schemes are presented 
and analysed. Error estimates show that these methods have optimal convergent rate in some sense. The efficiency and 
capability of the dynamic finite-element method are commented for accurately solving time-dependent problems with 
localized phenomena, such as fronts, shocks, and boundary layers. 
Keywork Mixed finite-element methods, dynamic finite-element methods, error estimates, miscible displacement 
problems. 
1. Introduction 
The numerical simulation of the problems which involve time-changing localized phenomena 
requires capabilities for dynamic, self-adaptive local grid refinements and basis function im- 
provements. In the last few years many different adaptive numerical methods have been 
proposed for the solution of time-dependent partial differential equations [l-3,6,7,10,14,15,23- 
25,291. Adaptive local grid refinement techniques have been applied to finite-element procedures 
[2,6,7,10,14,15]. In parabolic problems, where the solution changes smoothly in time, the grid 
would change only slightly from one time to the next; the “optimal” grid used at the previous 
time step should be a very good approximation to the desired grid at the following time step. 
Thus a much better adaptive local grid refinement technique would take the grid from the last 
time step, apply a grid analysis to determine where new grid is needed and where grid is no 
longer needed, and then change only the grid that indicates need for change. 
Many different finite-element methods with dynamic grids have recently been proposed and 
discussed for parabolic problems [22,31-341. The main idea of these methods is that a different 
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number of elements is adopted at a different time step, and the approximate solution at the 
current time is projected in the L2-norm onto the next time finite-element space for starting next 
time stepping. Error estimates show that these methods have the optimal convergent rate in some 
sense. 
The miscible displacement in porous media is modeled by a nonlinear coupled system of two 
partial differential equations. The pressure equation is elliptic, while the concentration equation 
is parabolic but normally convection-dominated. Many numerical methods, based on fixed grid 
and fixed basis functions, have been developed [8,9,11-13,16-20,26,28,30] for solving this 
problem. Although many of them are excellent when the concentration solution is relatively 
smooth, they are inefficient and inappropriate for resolving sharp concentration fronts or other 
critical local features, which change with time. To overcome this difficulty, the dynamic 
finite-element method should be applied for dynamically implementing local grid refinements 
and basis function improvements in the neighborhood of sharp, moving concentration fronts. 
The object of this paper is to present the mixed methods with dynamic finite-element spaces 
for miscible displacement problems. The pressure equation and the concentration equation both 
are approximated by the mixed finite-element method, in which the velocity is obtained directly 
and to the same order of approximation as pressure; different number of elements and different 
basis functions are performed at different time levels; and the approximate concentration 
solution is projected onto the next time finite-element space in weighted L2-norm sense for 
starting a new time step. By using this method, we can dynamically make local grid refinements 
or unrefinements and basis function improvements within concentration front area. In order to 
decrease computational work, we would use a larger refined area within which the concentration 
front is maintained for several time steps and change the grid and basis functions less frequently, 
after several steps. 
A brief outline of this work is as follows. In Section 2 we give the mathematical model and 
describe the saddle-point variational formulation for miscible displacement in porous media. In 
Section 3 we present two discrete schemes. In Sections 4 and 5 we derive a priori error estimates 
for our schemes, and in Section 6 we discuss our results and suggest some future considerations. 
2. Mathematical model and weak formulation 
The miscible displacement of one incompressible fluid by another, completely miscible with 
the first, in a horizontal porous reservoir 1(2 E lR2 over a time period J = [0, T], is given by 
[11,13,26] 
v-u= -v+(x, c)vp)=q, (x, t)~fixJ, (2.1) 
c(x)% - v* (Dvc) + u. vc = g(x, t, c), (x, t) EQxJ, (2.2) 
where p and u are the pressure and Darcy velocity of the fluid mixture, a( x, c) = 
(a,(~, c), u2(x, c)) is the mobility of the fluid mixture, q = q(x, t) is the external rate of flow, + 
is the porosity of the medium, c is the concentration of the invading fluid, and g is a known 
linear function representing sources. The form of the diffusion-dispersion tensor D is given by 
D=D(x, u) =+(x)[d,l+ lul(&qu) +4wu))l~ (2.3) 
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where E(u) = (up/I u I 2)2x2, E 1 = I - E, d, is the molecular diffusion coefficient and d, 
and d, are the longitudinal and transverse dispersion coefficients, respectively. 
Let D = Dvc, we impose the boundary and initial conditions 
u.u=o, (x, t) E TXJ, (2.4) 
u*u=o, (x, t) E TX J, (2.5) 
c(x, 0) = co(x), x E 1(2, (2.6) 
where u is the exterior normal to r. For existence of p we assume that the mean value of 4 is 
zero and for uniqueness we impose that p has mean value zero. 
Observe that if the coefficient d, is nonzero, then D is uniformly positive definite, i.e., 
(2.7) 
here d is a positive constant independent of both x and U. In particular, in this case D is 
invertible and D-i takes the form 
D-‘(x, u)=(~[d~+d,(d,+d,)Iu(+dld,I~/~])-1 
x[dJ+ l+4Eb) +W+))]- (2.8) 
Moreover, for each u bounded in L”(D), D-l( x, u) is positive definite, uniformly in x; and, in 
its norm as a linear map, D-‘(x, u) is bounded independently of x and u. 
A number of other assumptions will be needed in the analysis. In particular, the functions 
a,(~, c) should be bounded above and below by positive constants and the external flow should 
be smoothly distributed, instead of being concentrated at wells. The coefficients and domain 
should be sufficiently regular as to allow a smooth solution of the differential problem. 
Let W={wlwEH(d iv; a), w. u = 0 on r), V= L2(a)/{ u I u = constant), 9 = L2(Q); then 
problem (2.1)-(2.6) is equivalent to solving the mixed weak formulation: find the differentiable 
maps {p, u} : J + V X W and { c, u } : J + P X W satisfying 
(div u, u) = (q, u) Vu E V, (2.9) 
(a-‘(c)u, W) - (p, div w) =0 VWE W, (2.10) 
i at’ 1 +& \c, -(diva, $J) + (u*D-r(u)@, #) = (g, $) V$E 9, (2.11) 
(D-‘(~)a, w) + (c, div w) =0 VW E W 3 (2.12) 
where 
(u-‘(C)U, w) = ; /a;‘(~, c)uiwi dx. 
i=l D 
3. The approximate procedures 
We first partitiqn the time interval J = [0, T] with points t, = 0 -c t, < t, -c . . . -c tN = T; 
here N is an integer, and let J, = [t,, t,+l]. At every time level t,, with respect to the pressure 
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equation, we construct the mixed finite-element spaces V, x W, E V x W of index k, associated 
with a quasi-regular triangulation or quadrilateralization of s2 such that the elements have 
diameters bounded by h”p; and let ‘k, x 2, E \k x W be another pair of mixed finite-element 
spaces with approximation index 1, and space index hz, with respect to the concentration 
equation. 
We may use Brezzi-Douglas-Marini spaces [5] or Raviart-Thomas spaces [27] for V, x W, 
and q,, x 2, at c = t,. We shall introduce a BDM space and a RT space with rectangular 
elements { A,, } for V, x W, as an example to show the main principle. Let Pi(A) denote the 
restriction of polynomials of total degree not greater than i to the set A and Qi,i( A) the tensor 
products of polynomials of degree not greater than i in the first variable and j in the second 
variable. We construct the BDM spaces as 
v,= (US v> %Id,EPk,--l(AJ}, 
K= ( wh E w, wh 1 A, E [ P,JA,)* + span curl(xrxtn+*, ++rx2)]), 
or construct the RT spaces as 
v, = (‘h E v’, uh IA, E Q,,,,,,(4>)~ 
w, = { wh E WY wh 1 A, E Qk,,+u, x Qk,,,k,,+&L))- 
Both the BDM spaces and the RT spaces defined above give the same rates of convergence. 
We can choose one of them in practice. 
Note that different number of elements and different basis functions are performed at 
different time levels. Now we let 
k= min{k,}, I= rnin{I,}, h,= max{hE}, 
n 
h,= max{h”,}, 
n n n 
At = maxdt, = max I tn+l - t, I ; 
n 
thus, there exists a constant K and the following approximation properties hold: 
inf IIu-uhIIVf~h~IIuII,, l<s<k+l VuE v, 
UhE V” 
(3.1) 
inf I(w-whIIw~KhSp(I(wII,+ Ildiv w]lS), l<s<k+l VwE W, 
%EWn 
(3 -2) 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
We shall denote the approximation of { p, u; c, u} by { P, U; C, 2}, and assume C, is the 
elliptic projection of co(x) onto qO, _Z’, is the elliptic projection of u,,(x) = D(x, uO) VC,, onto 
2,. Our approximate schemes for the problem given by (2.1)-(2.6) are defined as follows. 
Scheme I. (1) Assuming C, known, find the pressure-velocity pair { P,,, U, } E V, X W, such that 
(div u,, oh) = (4,~ %) vuh E v,, (3 -5) 
(a-‘(C,)&,w,)-(P,,divw,)=O v’w,EW,, n=o,l,...,N-1; (3.6) 
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(2) When U, is known, we get { C,,+l, z,,, i} E q,,,, X Z,,+i satisfying 
(+(G-C,), &)=O Q#hE\k,+l, (3.7) 
= (&,+I, C)Y #h) v+h E %+I> (3.8) 
(D-‘(u,)&+,, zh)+(C,,+i,divzh)=O kfZ,EZ,+,, tZ=o,l,...,N-1. (3.9) 
Scheme II. (1) as procedure (1) in Scheme I; 
(2) When Un_l, U, are known, we get { C,,+i, zn+i} E ck,,, X Z,,,, satisfying 
(@(En - C,)? 4,) = 0 V#h E %?+1> 
(2,-z,, z,)=O VzhEZn+i, n=O,l,..., N-1, 
(3.10) 
(3.11) 
= g tn+1/2, cn+1,2 7 ( ( ) +h) ‘qh E ?I+*, 
(3.12) 
(D-1(~+~,2)&+~,2> %)+(Cn+~/~,divzh)=O vz,E&,+,, n=l,...,N-1, 
(3.13) 
where 
V n+1/2 = 2 ‘(K+l+c), n=O,l,..., N-l, 
FH+1,2= n = l,..., N- 1, 
and C, is calculated from another method. 
Next we make some comments on the stability condition for the mixed methods proposed 
above. Let 
@,,= {&E W,, (div+,, u,)=OVdo,~ Vn}. 
It is easy to prove [ll] that 
(a-l(C,&h, wh)>nt]wh]]k VwhE@,, forCnELm(aiZ)9 
vu h E v nr 
where n, y are constants. 
Thus hypotheses H, and H, of Brezzi’s Proposition 2.1 [4] hold for C,, E L”( 0). By noting that 
the approximate concentration C calculated from (3.7)-(3.9) belongs to L”(9), we know the 
existence and uniqueness for a solution of (3.5), (3.6). It is easy to see [31] that there exists a 
unique solution {C, z} for (3.Q (3.9). Equation (3.7) can be thought of as Cn being the 
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projection of C, onto the next time finite-element space YP~+, in weighted L2-norm when 
‘k, * \kn+1, for starting a new time step. Similar explanations hold for Scheme II. 
Although both Scheme I and Scheme II require solving systems of linear algebraic equations 
at each time step, the computational work of Scheme I is less than that of Scheme II. Error 
estimates to be presented below show that Scheme II has one order higher of convergent rate 
with respect to At than Scheme I. 
4. Error estimates for Scheme I 
We first introduce the elliptic projections of { p, u} and { c, u}. 
(1) Find { R,p, R,u} : J -+ V, x W,, such that 
(div R,u, Q) = (4, Q) vu, E V,, (4.1) 
(a-‘(c)R,u, wh) - (R,p, div wh) =0 V’~,E W,. (4.2) 
(2) Find { R,c, R,a} : J * !P,, x Z,, such that 
(div R,u, #,) - (div e, \r/,) = 0 Vqh E \k,, (4.3) 
(D-l(u)lig, zh) + (R .c,divzh)=O \lz,~Z,,. (4.4) 
In analogy with the proofs in [11,21] we know that both problem (4.1), (4.2) and problem (4.3) 
(4.4) have a unique solution, and the next lemma holds. 
Lemma 4.1. There exists a constant K such that 
Ilu-R,u(I+IIp-R,plI <~hkp+111~lIk+2, tEJ, n=O,l,...,N, 
II (J - 0 II + II c - Rnc II G Kh’,+’ II c II /+2 3 tEJ, n=O,l,..., N. 
(4.5) 
(4.6) 
Proof. From the stability condition demonstrated in the last section, we know by Theorem 2.1 of 
Brezzi [4] that 
Ilu--R,uII+Il P-Rnpll GK( ,IEf, IIu--hllw+ Of:; Il~~hIl~)~ 
n n 
where the constant K does not depend on c and n. And it follows from (3.1) and (3.2) that 
]I U - R,” ]] + I] P - R”p ]I G Khkp+l ]I P I] k+2’ 
Formula (4.6) can be obtained similarly. 0 
Lemma 4.2. There exists a constant K such that 
II u, - &u,, II + II Pn - R, P, II G K(l+ II Rnu,, II co) II c, - Cn II > 0 f n G N. (4.7) 
Proof. Manipulation of (3.5), (3.6) and (4.1), (4.2) leads to the equations 
(div(U, - R,u,), uh) = 0 Vu, E V,, 
(a-‘(C,)(U, - R,u,), wh) - (f’, - K,P,, div wh) = ((a-‘(cn) - a-‘(C,))R,u,, wh) 
VWh E w,. 
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By Brezzi’s Theorem 2.1 we know that 
lIU,-~,~,II+II~,-~,~,Il GKo+ IIRAIII,)IIcn-CnII- 0 
Since we have already estimated u - Ru, p - Rp, c - Rc, u - Ra, and U- Ru, P - Rp, the 
convergence analysis is reduced to bounding C - Rc and ,IZ - Ra. We shall use the following 
notations: 
e,=C,-R,c,, a,,=&-R,,q,, n = 0, 1,. . . , N, 
I?,, = en - R,+lc,, &,, = 2, - R,,lq,, n=O, l,..., N-l, 
6n=C,-R,C,, P,=%-R”% n=O,l ,..., N, 
;, = c, - R,+rc”Y &=e,-L,~,> n=O, l,..., N-l, 
and choose C,, X0, such that e. = 0, a0 = 0. 
Before obtaining our main result, we need the following lemmas. 
Lemma 4.3. Let { P, U, C, Z} be the solution to Scheme I and { Rp, Ru; Rc, Ru } the solution to 
(4.1), (4.2); then 
II en+, II: - II C II: + AL II a,,1 II 2 G K [ A&( II en+, II 2 + II e, II * + II 6 II ‘> + E,] T 
(4.8) 
where II e 11: = (+e, e), 
En=hf(‘+‘) 
/ 
r”+‘IIc,/I;+l dt+At,Zj-I”+‘( IIu,j12+ IIc,ll*+ IIc,,l12) dt 
t” t” 
+ h;(“+‘)At, )I p ll;“(J;H~+z~njj + h;(‘+l)At, II c II;~~J;H/+z(52jj. (4.9) 
Proof. From (2.11), (3.8), (3.9) and (4.4) we obtain 
‘D-‘bn+dun+l - U,-D-‘(U,)Rn+lun+l, 4,) 
+(&+I, en) - gk+l, %+I), +h) v+hE %+I, (4.10) 
(D-VU%+17 ‘h) + ten+,? div zh) = ((D-‘bn+l) -D-‘(~))Rn+lun+ly zh) 
VZh E ?I+,. (4.11) 
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Choosing I/J,, = e,,,, z,, = OL,+~ as test functions in (4.10) and (4.11) yields the error equation 
ac cc,+1 - 4 
nfl -&+l) - At, 
+ bn+l *~-lbn+lbn+l - VI. WW~n+1%+1, en+,) 
+ (p-Yu”+l > - ~-l(U,wn+l%+l~ an+,) + (g(tn+l~ en) 
-dt,+ly c,,+~), e,+,) = Tl + Tz + T3 + T4 + T,. 
We consider first the terms of the right-hand side. Since 
II c n+l - P” II = II (I- &z+l)(cn+l - cn> II G a+’ II Cn+l - cn II /+1 
l/2 
< Kh’,‘“(At,)“’ b”‘[I c, ll;+l dt , 
1+1 
so that 
Tl G 11 e,,, I/ 2 + Khf(‘+‘)At,’ 
J 
fn+‘II c, 1lf+l dt. 
tn 
Also, 
T2 G II e,,, II * + KAti~r”“lI c,, II 2 dt, 
fn 
T3 = (u,+l. ~-lb,+~bn+~ - %+lun+d, en+,) 
+ (%I+1 * (@bn+l) - ~-‘w)JL+l%+l~ e”+l) 
+ (b,+1- u,> *~-‘w~n+l%+l~ en+,) 
G K II en+, II * + II A+1 II * + II en II 2 + Atnfn+‘ll Ur II 2 dt 
r, 
+h;@+‘) II P II;-c~;~~+qojj + h:(‘+‘) II c II&~;H~+~~o~~ 5 
(4.12) 
(4.13) 
(4.14) 
(4.15) 
II 2 + II e,, II 2 + II 2, II 2 + At,f”+‘( II ut II ’ + II Cr II “> dt 
r, 
+h;“+‘) II P II;-(_r;e+qo,, + h%(‘+‘) II c I&J;H~+~~o~~ 
i 
. 
(4.16) 
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Next, we estimate the right-hand side terms of (4.12): 
i 
4&+1- 67)  
AtPI 
e 
n+l 1 = & [(+e,+l, e,+J - (SL e,+dl n 
(4.17) 
(4.18) 
1 
>‘2dt, ( I] e,+i II: - II C II$ 
where I] e ]I: = (9 e, e). From [ll] we know that I] U, I( m is bounded for 12 1, thus 
(~-‘(U,)~,+i, a,+i) + (U,.D-‘(U,)~.+lY e,+i) 
2 dcl II %I+1 II * - e II %+1 II z - K II en+1 II ** 
Combining (4.12)-(4.18) (choosing e small) yields (4.Q (4.9). q 
Lemma 4.4. Let M be the total number of the changes of the finite-element spaces for Concentration 
from t = 0 to t = T, we have 
m-l 
II em II 2 + c 4 II %I+1 II 2 
n=O 
Proof. Our first step is to find the relation between I] e ]I + and I] &?]I +. Equation (3.7) implies 
that 
(&% - e,), AJ = (0, - en), ‘C’A W E %+,- 
Choosing #h = e^, and using Schwartz’s inequality, we have 
t( IIkJ~-- lle,ll,2) &%UI~+ 2(1\o ))E^,-~~l&f, 
thus 
5 II &I II: - II en II: =G for all <E (0,l). 
Combining (4.8) and (4.20), we see that 
6 II e n+l II: - II en II: + t& II a,+, II 2 
II ’ + II en II ‘) + En + 
(4.20) 
(4.21) 
Formula (4.21) is the error relation in the case of employing different finite-element spaces for 
the concentration equation at different time. If the same finite-element spaces are used at t = t, 
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and t = tnfl, i.e., !P,, = \kn+i, Z,, = Zn+i, then E, - P, = 0; by taking E = 1, from (4.21), we get the 
error relation in case that ‘k, = ‘k, + i, Z, = Z,, + i: 
II e,+, II: - II en II: + At, II a,+~ II * G K [4( II en+, II 2 + II en II ‘) + E,] . (4.22) 
Let 
“+i= 5 if ‘k,#qn+, or Z,#Z,+,. i 
1 if *n = ‘k,+i, Z, = Z,+i; 
Merging (4.21) and (4.22) leads to 
v,+~ II en+, lI#f - II en IIt + 7),+1k II an+1 II 2 
II 2 + II en II ‘I+ 4 + 1 _‘,,+, II en - C II 2 . 1 (4.23) 
The last term in the right-hand side can be understood to be zero when qn+ 1 = 1. Multiplying 
(4.23) by lJ;tzlqi, we have 
=G K A&( II en+1 
[ 
II*+ llenl12)+En+ l-1, n+l l/%-W]. (4.24) 
Summing (4.24) from y1 = 0 to n = m - 1, we obtain 
m-1 
II em II: + C AL II a,+1 II 2 
n=O 1 
<K At f l)e,l12+ m~‘En+&m~l Il~n-~nl12 1 + II e0 II 2e (4.25) n=O n=O n=O 
Usually M is less than (if not as great as) N, so IJTElni 2 FIf+lqi = t”. Since 5 = M/( M + 1) 
minimizes ,$-“(1 - &’ and the minimum is (1 + l/M)“(M + 1); and, at this moment, t-M = 
(1 + l/M)M < 2.718, thus (4.25) implies 
m-l 
II em II: + C AL II an+1 II 2~K 
n=O i 
At g j(e,l12+ mf1E,,+A4mf1 I)cn-inl)2 . 
n=O il=Q n=O 1 (4.26) 
An application of the discrete Gronwall lemma to (4.26) shows that 
m-l m-l m-l 
IM12+ c 411~n+lI12~~ c K+M c II~n-~nl12 . 
n=O fl=Q n=O 1 
This leads to (4.19). 0 
Now we are able to demonstrate our main result for Scheme I. 
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Theorem 4.5. Let { p, u; c, u} be the solution to the continuous problem (2.9)-(2.12) and 
{ P, U; C, E} the solution to Scheme I. Then for k >, 0, 1 >, 1, h, and h, sufficiently small, the 
following estimates hold: 
IIP,-~mll+IlUm-~mll+IlCm-cmll+ i%~~ll+~nll~ 
i 
l/2 
n=l i 
<K((M+l)h’;t’+hkp+l+At), O<m<N, 
where K depends on the norms II P II I,=(.J;~~+~Q)), II ut II Lz(J;L2(3))3 II c II ~“(J;ff’+*(0))? II Ct II L~(J;Lw)) 
and 11 % II I?(J; I?(O)). 
Proof. The proof follows immediately from the combination of Lemmas 4.1, 4.2, 4.4 and the 
triangular inequality. 0 
5. Error estimates for Scheme II 
We first point out that the results of Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2 hold for Scheme II. 
In analogy with the proofs of Lemmas 4.3 and 4.4, we have 
Lemma 5.1. Lei {P, U, C, ,Z} be the solution to Scheme II and { Rp, Ru; Rc, Ra} the solution 
to (4.1)-(4.4), then 
II e nslll; - II e^n II; + At, II a,+1/2 II 2 
< K[4( II en+, II 2 + II 2, II 2 + II en II * + II en-, II ‘> + 4Jf’ 
where 
F, = hz(‘+l) 
s 
“+‘I1 c, ll;+1 dt 
tr? 
+ At,4 
f,+1 
/ ( II c II12 + II ct II12 + II ctt II,’ + II cttt II * + II ut II tn 
* + II utt II “) dt 
(5.1) 
+ At4 
/ 
tt.“211 u,, II 2 dt + h;(‘+‘)At, II c IJ;-(J;H,+~(Qjj + h;(k+l)At,, II p ~&(J;~k+Z(Q,)). 
n 1 
(5.2) 
Proof. Manipulation of (2.11), (3.12), (3.13), (4.3) and (4.4) leads to the equations 
‘(en+1-e^‘) $I 
At,, ‘h 
+ (div a,,+i,* $ ) ) h 
43,+1,2) - 
+ (div(a(tn+l,2) - +(‘Jn+1  a,)), #h) 
+(U(t,+,,,) .D-1(U(t,,,,2))u(tn+1,2) - ~+1,2.D-1(~+l,2)-%+l,29 +h) 
+( &+l,2, G+1,2) - &n+1/2, c(tn+1,2)), +h) ‘+h E %+I, (5 03) 
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(~-1(u,+1,2)%+1,2~ Zh)  (%+1,2? div Zh) 
=(t(D-l(U,+l)R,+la,+l+D-l(u,)R,+la,), 4 
-(~-'(U,+1,2)m+1%+1 +K+*%), Zh) ~z,EZ,+,. 
Choosing #h =e,+li2, zh=ff,+l/2 in (5.3) and (5.4) yields the error equation 
(5.4) 
( +(en+* - a At, Y en+1/2 1 +(qun+l,2)%+1,2~ %+1,2) 
= +'+3tn+l,2)- 
i 
4+,+1-4 
At 7 e,+l/2 
" 
7 %+1/2 
i 
+(&+1,2) .D-l(Utt,+~,2))u(tn+l,2) 
Since 
- fjn+1,2 4-1(~+l,2)L+l,2, e,+,,2)+(div(o(t,+,,2) - %~,+l +a,$ en+l,2) 
+(dtn+l,2r G+1,2) -&+1,2r 4+1,2))7 k/2) 
+(4(~-'(u,+,)R,+,u,+1 +w%)%+l%) 
-~-1(Un+l,2)~(~n+l%+l +Kz+P")~ %+1,2). (5.5) 
and 
(div( a( t,,,,,) - +(u,,+~ + a,)), en+1,2) G ~At~~~+‘ll a,, II? dt + II en+112 II 29 
(+,+,,,)‘D-‘( ~(t,+,,,))o(t,+,,2))- (Un+l,2*qU,+1,2)%+1,2r %+1,2) 
=(U(t"+l,2).D-1(U(t,+l,2))u(tn+l,2) 
-Un+l,2.D-1(U(t,+l,2))f(u~+~ + %I>7 en+,,,) 
+(Un+1,2.D-l(u(t,+l,l))Pn+1,2~ %+1,2) 
+(i;;.+l,2*(q4fn+l,2))-~-1(~+l,2))t(~n+l%+l +Rn+l%h %+1,2) 
- un+1,2 ( ~~-1(Un+l,2)%+l,2~ %+1,2) 
Wl~,+1,2112+~ II 2 + II 5 II 2 + II en II 2 + II en-, II 2 
+hZ(‘+‘) II c llz”(J;H’+~(s2)) + hy+l) II P II&J;Ifk+qs)) 
+A$ 
/ 
f”+‘IIuJ12 dt+At3~11+“211Ull)12 dt 
tfl ” 1 
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also, 
G 6 II an+112 II 2 + K II e, II 2 + II en-, II 2 + V+‘) II ~II&J;H~+~~Q~~ 
+h$k+l) II P llL2”(J;H~+w)) 
+At,3 
t 
“+’ / ( II 0, II 2 + II a,, II 2 + II u, II 2 + II u,t II ‘) dt . [n 
Equations (5.1), (5.2) follow from careful estimation of (5.5). 0 
Lemma 5.2. Let A4 be the total number of the changes of the finite-element spaces for concentration 
from t = t, to t = t,. Then we have 
m-1 
II em II 2 + C AL II s+1/2 II 2 
n=l 
Proof. Combination of (5.1) and (4.20) leads to 
t II e?l+1 lI.jf - II en I$ + 5k II (Y,+~,IZ II 2 
G K k( II en+, [ 
112+ 11%112+ II%-IlIZ) +c+ & 
Formula (5.7) is the error relation in the case of employing different finite-element space for 
the concentration equation at different time. In fact, grids and basis functions may remain 
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unchanged within several time steps. The error inequality when e,, = q,,, i and 2, = Z,,,, will be 
II e nil IL+2 - II en II; + AL II %+1/2 II 2 G K [AL( II en+1 II 2 + II e?I I 2 + II en-1 II ‘> + F,]. 
(5.8) 
Combining (5.7) and (5.8), on the analogy of Lemma 4.4 we obtain 
m-1 
[ 
m-1 m-l 
IM12+ C 411~n+1~2112~~ C E+M C II~n-~nl12+ IIe1112 . 
J n=l n=l n=l 
Inequality (5.6) follows immediately from (5.2) and (5.9). 0 
(5 -9) 
In view of Lemmas 4.1, 4.2, 5.2 and the triangular inequality, we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 5.3. For Scheme II, assuming 
II C, - c1 II = O(h’,+’ + hkp+’ + At2), 
then 
II pm -P, II + II urn - %I II + II cm - cm II
i 
npL IlGLl -%-I> + Pn - d II 2 
l/2 
+ 
=O((M+l)h;‘+hk,+‘+At2), O<m<N, 121. 
6. Discussions of results 
We have developed two mixed finite-element schemes with dynamic finite-element spaces for 
miscible displacement problems in porous media. Theorems 4.5 and 5.3 show that the convergent 
rates of these two methods are optimal in the L2-norm sense if M, the total number of the 
changes of the finite-element spaces for concentration, is bounded, and are also optimal in the 
energy norm sense if Mh, is bounded. Error estimates obtained previously in, e.g., [20,21] for the 
mixed finite-element method with fixed grid and fixed basis functions for parabolic problems are 
the M = 0 case of our results. Also Theorem 4.5 and Theorem 5.3 give us the convergence proofs 
for the mixed finite-element methods with local grid refinements for parabolic problems. 
From Theorems 4.5 and 5.3 we know that the number of the changes of the finite-element 
spaces for the concentration equation will influence the accuracy of our methods. In order to 
decrease the approximation error and computational work, we should not make grid refinement 
and basis function improvement at every time step. We should maintain the finite-element space 
within several steps. 
If g(x, t, c) in (2.2) is a nonlinear function of c, then Scheme II results in systems of 
nonlinear algebraic equations. In order to avoid the necessity of solving nonlinear systems, 
predictor-corrector schemes or extrapolated Crank-Nicolson schemes should be constructed, for 
details we refer to [32]. 
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Numerical results of the standard finite-element method with only local grid refinement for 
parabolic problems have been reported in [2,7]. They primarily demonstrate the capability of our 
dynamic finite elements for accurately solving time-dependent problems with localized phenom- 
ena. In [7], a self-adaptive finite-element simulator (SAFES) for linear parabolic partial differen- 
tial equations was described. The data structure in SAFES supports the placement or removal of 
local refinement and the grid analysis, based on the L2-norms of the gradients of solution, direct 
the placement or removal of local refinement to represent the changing location of large 
gradients. In our methods, gradients of the solution are obtained one order higher than that via 
the standard finite-element method. Thus, we can more accurately predict the large gradient area 
if the gradients are used as local refinement indicator. 
Thus the dynamic finite-element method has great potential to accurately solve time-depen- 
dent problems with localized and transient phenomena, such as fronts, shocks and boundary 
layers. It can make not only grid refinements but also basis function improvements. Within 
transient areas, we refine the grids and lower the order of the interpolation polynomials; when 
the solution becomes smooth, we coarsen the grids and increase the order of the polynomials. 
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